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programmes to realize mal1<et economy (though the fonnal mal1<et for land is
still controlled) by expanding the participation of private investments applying
many development models.

With all these state and policy changes, the Ethiopian economy is still
agrarian economy, which accounts for about 50% of the GDP. Ethiopian
agriculture is predominantly a traditional fanning system. It is also
characterised by small holdings with a continuous degradation, overgrazing
and high population pressure on the existing fannland. This resulted in
uneconomic fannland conditions and size with a very little structural
transfonnation of the sector over the last six decades. The agricultural sector
still suffers from recurrent drought effects emanating from high dependency
on natural phenomena that are used as a main reason for the failures in all
the three policy periods. But, this fact has to be evaluated in tenns of
conscious actions without which the sector can/could be inhibited from
practical transfonnation. That is, it shows the gap in policy consideration,
which has to be further studied for the appropriate measures.

In other words, the gap in and possibilities for fonnulations in common with
implementations of sustainable environmental, agricultural and overall
developmental conditions have to be analysed further in light of these
theories along with detailed historical practices for the road ahead. As this
assessment points out, the improvement and then the sustainable growth of
the Ethiopian agriculture or the economy at large Antails the application of
conservation, high payoff inputs, diffusion and induced innovation models in
more appropriate ways or mixes than tried in the past.

1. INTRODUCTION

Agricultural policy makers apply one or more .models from theories for policy
formulations in realizing the development! improvement objectives of the agricultural
sector. Many writers do also recommend for mid-point alternatives from two or more
models and two or more country cases. In other words, although there is no general
formula to take one country as an example for another, it is common phenomenon to
learn from experiences of countries with closely comparable resources, state of

growth and development, physical features and/or socio-political settings.

Beyond the theoretical justifications, all these tried facts in many successful countries
at different times in different forms do have invaluable significance for the practical
case in current Ethiopia. It is defects of policies that are at the midpoint of the failure
in developing the country's sector/the economy in one way or the other. Therefore,
review of literatures accompanied by relevant assessments of comparable country
cases on the topic under consideration is recommended to come up with highlights of
the appropriate theories or models. This is the reason why this paper is presented.
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Agricultural Development Models Reviewed (Implied Practices in Ethiopia)-.

Ethiopia has started planned and systematic economic policy measures and
development programs since the mid 1940s. The overall policy sprit and practices
since then can be evaluated by looking at three distinct periods reflecting different
policy regimes. The first period (1950-1974 imperial regime) can be characterized by
a market economy. In the late 1950s export promotion was exercised by a package of
incentives encouraging foreign direct investment while in the late 1960s a principle of
saving as much foreign exchange as possible was considered to industrialize the
country using import substitution industrialization strategy. This was mainly in line
with industrial fundamentalism model. The period can be implicitly explained by
urban-industrial impact model as well. At that first time, therefore, agriculture was not
the focal point of discussion as neither much as its socio-economic role/contribution
nor for its own merit of development although refocusing to agriculture was started at
the end of the regime (see also Mulat 1999). As a result of the last refocusing
measure, there was indication of transforming the sector but the result could not be
sustained any more because of the drought and the overthrow of the regime.

The second period (1974-1992 Derg regime) was a central planning system, which
was a Marxian/Neo-Marxian development model realized through governmental
regulatory activities and nationalization of private undertakings with capital over Eth.
Birr 500,000. Until the promulgation of mixed economy (Decree No.17/90), the main
belief of agricultural development (modernization and mechanization of the sector)
was to be realized by state farms (by the 1975 Land Reform Proclamation) and
through collectivisation. In fact, ADLI was the implied (and also stated) principle of
development strategy given the 'socialist' system of the time.

The regime introduced the mixed economic system in 1990 with the objective of
allowing the participation of the private sector. The mixed economy system resulted in
dismantling cooperatives (especially farmers' producers cooperatives) without any
other constructive contribution to the sector/economy. Actually, many undertakings
were allowed to private investors with some sectoral restrictions and capital upper
ceilings (Decree No.17/90, Reg. No.7 & 10/90) though the overall policy change was
ineffective mainly because of the immediate overthrow of the regime in 1991.

The third period (since 1992 i.e. the currently functional state) started economic policy
changes with structural adjustment programs (SAPs) with successive policy changes
and reform programmes to realize market economy by expanding the participation of
private investments applying many development models. In terms of structural
transformation, Alemayehu (2002) has proved that "the post Derg regime period did
not show major change in the structure of the economy. However, there was an
encouraging trend of structural changes before the Derg period though it could not be
sustained because of the drought and downfall of the regime. Nevertheless, ADLI is
the guiding principle of development strategy under the existing system still.
Specifically, the main means (policy instrument) of developing the agricultural sector
is extension system known as PADETS.
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In general, with all these state and policy changes, the Ethiopian economy is still
agrarian (predominantly a traditional agricultural economy), which accounts for about
50% of the GDP with a very little structural transformation over the last many years.
The agricultural sector (with a very little structural transformation within itself over the
last six decades) is highly characterized by smallholders. This sub-sector has
suffered from a continuous degradation and high population pressure on the existing
farmland that resulted in uneconomic farmland conditions and size. The sector still
suffers from recurrent drought effects emanating from high dependency on natural
phenomena that are mentioned as main reasons for the failures in all the policy
regimes. In effect, such realities have to be seen in terms of conscious
actions/strategies without which the sector could be inhibited from practical
transformation. The core intention of the paper is to present a vivid recommendation
for desired policy interventions.

To be precise, evaluating the practiced economic policies vis-a-vis the known
development models/theories is believed to be ready to lend a hand for drawing
sound scientific conclusions on pitfalls of past performances as well as
recommending possible alternative measures for the future. Thus, the practices in the
past within the models in theory have been reviewed and evaluated for appropriate
mixes/specification of models. All these tried facts in many countries at different times
in different forms are believed to serve as references for development strategies in
current Ethiopia.

To rephrase what has been said, economists, development thinkers and policy
makers use development models/theories to approach the multifaceted and wide
problems of development in their endeavours to formulate, implement and evaluate
policies, plans and strategies. For similar objective, about nine categories of
agricultural development models (conservation, frontier, industrial fundamentalism,
urban-industria! impact, high payoff inputs, diffusion, induced innovat!on, cultural
change-first and community movement, Neo-Marxist and Dependency including
Marxist Growth Models, Depende"r,;! Theories and Growth Stage Theories) have
been reviewed at overview lev.: "; up to the contentment of this particular objective.
This is not meant to show the p(;!iection or completeness of theories/models or that
of other countries experiences for ready-made applications to any concrete
development problems of LDGs or of Ethiopia today. But it is to show the tried
sources to learn from and choose for the appropriate applications.

Logically, the selection of the models in this paper is based on their practical
relevance, along with their theoretical refinements through time, to the Ethiopian
policy making efforts in the past and at present. Indeed, on the one hand, not all
these models are useu in Ethiopia directly except conservation and Neo-Marxist
models for the most part and high payoff inputs, diffusion and induced innovation
models in some measures. The remaining is only implicitly applied, which came to be
obvious at evaluation stages so that further evaluation of the Ethiopian practice is
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very important. On the other hand, none of these models is sufficient individually for
the best applications unless considered in combination with one or more models with
meticulous adapting/adopting measures to the Ethiopian objective conditions for
appropriate policy formulation and corresponding implementation and evaluation.

The review indicates that some of the models have focus on extensive methods of
improvement such as conservation, frontier, industrial fundamentalism, urban-
industrial impact models; others introduce intensive ways-such as high payoff inputs
and induced models while some others emphasise the need for educational and
social changes. But, the models at individual level and the approach in general hold
very much open issues for further research. At this step, the literature reviewed along
the related analyses of Ethiopian practices end up with conclusions on the past and
current relevance of the reviewed models accompanied by recommendations on
possible selections or adaptation/adoption for the specific circumstances of Ethiopia.

The highlights are, hence, geared to relate to the Ethiopian specific conditions and to
see similar experiences in history for the lessons ahead. In the real sense, both
rehabilitation in addition to developmental measures needs to be formulated as well
as effected systematically and exhaustively with the necessary resource (alongside
human resource) mobilization for the country. It is also an economic issue and
strategic approach to make use of the available resources based on the basic
resource potential/problem identification, allocation measures and re-allocation
alternatives. Thus, if the Ethiopian practices in the existing conditions along with
others experiences are studied further in depth with respect to each model, the result
will give striking findings for designing valid strategies and evaluating

implementations properly.

In other words, this work is mainly reviewing theoretical approaches/models related to
the agricultural sector as per the original authors including successive
additions/improvements through time and practices. It is an overview intended to
make an enlarged research of evaluation type within the context of Ethiopian
agricultural policy formulations /implementation practices. Therefore, it is intended for
creating an enabling condition to get sufficient picture of each model that can be a
springboard for similar undertakings that will help to specify and include other as
much relevant models as possible for practical alleviations of policy failures in the
country. As a result, this paper can also be a good initiative for further contemplation
of the issues within the above-mentioned facts of the Ethiopian economy that are

beyond hypotheses.

Some new theories have attracted the development thinkers of today (for instance,
Hernando de Soto's Mystery of Capital). These new thinkings embraced under
institutional economics are interdisciplinary approaches covering issues beyond
economics that enable us to see development problems or strategies from other
perspectives. However, these inter-disciplinary current issues are not readily
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